New electronic and magnetic properties emerging from adsorption of organized organic layers.
New electronic and magnetic properties are induced by the adsorption of closed packed monolayers on solid substrates. For many thiolated molecules self-assembled on gold, a surprisingly large paramagnetism is observed. In the case where the layers are made from chiral molecules, in addition an unexpectedly large electronic dichroism is observed, which manifests itself as spin specific electron transmission. This dichroism was observed for monolayers made from polyalanine and from DNA. Self-assembled monolayers of double-stranded DNA oligomers on gold interact with polarized electrons similarly to a strong and oriented magnetic field. The direction of the field for right-handed DNA is away from the substrate. Moreover, the layer shows very high paramagnetic susceptibility. Interestingly, thiolated single-stranded DNA oligomers on gold do not show this effect. All the observations can be rationalized by assuming organization induced charge transfer between the substrate and the organic layer. The charge transfer results in spin alignment of the transferred electrons/holes. While for achiral molecules the spin alignment varies among the domains, in the case of monolayer made from chiral molecules the alignment is the same across the entire sample. When magnetic field is applied, large magnetic moment is observed that results from orbital magnetism.